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The qualitative assessment of animal behaviour (QBA) is an integrative, whole-animal methodology based on the qualitative interpretation of the dynamic style in which animals interact with their environment. In other words, it describes not what the animals do, but how
they do what they do. We aimed to verify whether the QBA was able to
detect the behavioural fluctuations occurring in animals in response
to an environmental challenge. An 8-member panel was used. The
panel was briefly trained on the temporal dominance of sensations
(TDS) procedure and subsequently asked to observe the behaviour of
4 buffalo heifers in 4 videos lasting 2 min each and score the behavioural expression of the animals following the TDS procedure. TDS
consists in presenting to the panellist the list of behavioural descriptors on a computer screen along with each video. Each video was
obtained by assembling two clips concerning the same animal in two
different conditions: home indoor pen (1 min) and novel outdoor paddock (1 min). Two videos started with the animal in the outdoor environment and two others in the opposite order. Six behavioural descriptors were chosen from a previous work conducted on the same animals: calm, active, curious, nervous, shy and apathetic. Each assessor
was asked to select the dominant descriptor, which was considered as

dominant when it gained most of the attention of the observer. Each
time the observer felt the behaviour changed, he/she scored the new
dominant descriptor until the behaviour ended. Each video was
observed 4 times by each observer (4 replications) in a randomised
order at 24-h intervals. For each point of time, the proportion of runs
(subject × replication) for which a given descriptor was assessed as
dominant (dominance rate >30%) was computed. Results showed a
satisfactory agreement among observers and replications. The
observers clearly discriminated the first from the second half of each
video. Calm and apathetic were dominant indoors, nervous and active
were dominant outdoors, whereas curious was used in both conditions. In addition, the combination QBA-TDS showed how the behaviour changed in time (e.g. habituation to the novel environment) in
outdoor conditions (the dominance of nervous and active at the start
switched to calm at the end in 3 out of 4 videos), whereas indoors the
animals showed reduced behavioural variations, possibly because they
were habituated to those conditions, thus they did not change their
way to interact with the environment.
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Introduction

The evaluation of animal welfare needs the development of new
tools for the collection of additional information to be used for a more
accurate interpretation of the quantitative data gathered through the
observation of the behaviour of the animals or the clinical signs of disease. A valid system used to approach this issue is the qualitative
behaviour assessment (QBA), as described by Wemelsfelder et al.
(2001). This method has been previously applied to a number of different animal species including pigs (Wemelsfelder et al., 2001, 2009)
cows (Rousing and Wemelsfelder, 2006), horses (Minero et al., 2009;
Napolitano et al., 2008) and buffaloes (Napolitano et al., 2012) and rely
on the use of emotional descriptors (calm, curious, shy, etc.) to define
the way the animals interact with the environment. These studies
were based on the use of the free choice profiling technique (FCP).
FCP allows the observers to describe the behaviour using a spontaneously generated list of descriptors so as preserving the integrity of
their own opinion about the animals’ behaviour. In addition, FCP if
paired with generalised procrustes analysis allows the evaluation of
the agreement among observers in terms of interpretation of the
observed behaviour. All these studies showed high levels of interobserver reliability.
However, following this technique observers perform a post hoc
evaluation (i.e. they score the descriptors of animal behaviour after
that the animals have been observed). Therefore, an overall evaluation
of the behaviour observed in a certain period of time is performed,
whereas the fluctuations possibly occurring during that observation
are not captured.
Temporal dominance of sensations (TDS) is a sensory analysis
methodology recently developed to describe the variations of the prevailing sensory attributes while food is tested (Pineau et al., 2009).
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We used eight Mediterranean buffalo heifers aged 16-18 months
(see Napolitano et al., 2012 for a comprehensive description of housing
conditions). Animals were subjected to two different isolation tests. In
the first one individual buffaloes were isolated from the group in the
indoor home pen, in the second one buffaloes were individually taken
to an outdoor paddock (5.0×4.6 m, with earth floor and open metal
fencing) unknown to the animals and located 20 m away from the home
pen. During tests animals were isolated from tactile and visual contact
with other animals, including humans, but could receive auditory and
olfactory stimuli from conspecifics. All procedures were performed by a
stockperson who was well known to the animals.
In each testing condition each animal was confined individually for
150 s, and its behaviour video-recorded using a DVL-157 JVC video camera equipped with a wide-angle lens, located at a corner of the test area
at a distance from the fence of 6 m and operated by remote control. From
this material 4 videos (4 animals in two conditions: indoors and outdoors) of 120-s-duration respectively were prepared. Thus the total duration of the video recording presented to observers was about 8 min.
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Materials and methods

They were: calm, active, curious, nervous, shy and apathetic. The definitions of behavioural descriptors are reported in Table 1. Such definitions were used for assessor training and were available during the
observations.
Panellists were trained in three preliminary sessions of 30 min each.
The first one was used to teach panellists how to use the TDS computerised data acquisition system. The second session was used to train
the observers on QBA and to memorise each behavioural descriptor
based on a behavioural definition reported in a descriptive list with the
corresponding descriptor (learning phase). During the last sessions
the assessors, with the help of the descriptor list and definitions (Table
1) evaluated the video and were asked to indicate the dominant behavioural descriptor.
The observers assessed the videos according to the TDS procedure
(Pineau et al., 2009), which consists in presenting to the panellist the
entire list of behavioural descriptors on a computer screen along with
each video. Briefly, each assessor is asked to select the dominant
descriptor and to score its intensity level on an unstructured scale of
100 mm length (0 mm: descriptor absent, 100 mm: descriptor could not
be stronger). A behavioural descriptor was considered dominant when
it was able to gain most of the attention of the observer (i.e. the most
striking impression at a given time). Subsequently, each time the
observer feels the behaviour has changed, either in intensity or in
quality, he/she scores the new dominant descriptor (or the new descriptor level), until the video ends. During the observation of each video
the panellists are free to choose a descriptor several times, whereas
other descriptors can be completely ignored. Therefore, for each video
we were able to obtain the following information: when a descriptor
became dominant, the duration of its dominance, its intensity level.
Each video was observed 4 times by each observer (4 replications) in
a randomised order at 24-h intervals in 4 sessions of about 8 min each.
The order of the descriptors was also randomised across assessors
although it did not change within assessors. We performed 4 replications in order to achieve more then 30 evaluations for each item (8
observers × 4 replications=32 evaluations) as recommended by Pineau
et al. (2012). Each descriptor was analysed separately. For each point of
time, the proportion of runs (subject × replication) for which a given
descriptor was assessed as dominant was computed. In this study the
intensity levels of the descriptors were not included in the analysis.
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TDS is based on the use of a fixed list of terms, which means that a
selected group of panellists has to agree on the meaning of these terms
beforehand. Previous experiments described how the sensory dominant sensations of different foods and beverages such as fish sticks
(Albert et al., 2012), olive oil (Dinnella et al., 2012), dairy products
(Pineau et al., 2009), etc. evolved in time.
In this study we paired the qualitative approach to the study of animal behaviour with the TDS methodology in order to verify whether
QBA was able to detect the variations of animal behaviour during the
observation period. The specific question we aimed to answer was
about whether the observers could perceive temporal fluctuations of
animal behaviour, thus allowing novel applications of QBA.

Qualitative behaviour assessment
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An 8-member panel with a varied cultural background and experience in animal behaviour and sensory analysis was used. The panel
observed the behaviour of 4 buffalo heifers in 4 videos lasting 2 min
each, according to the TDS procedure (Pineau et al., 2009). Each video
was obtained by assembling two clips portraying the same animal in
two different conditions: home indoor pen (1 min) and novel outdoor
paddock (1 min). Two videos started with the animal in the outdoor
environment (heifers no. 1 and 2, corresponding to Figures 1 and 2)
and two others were assembled the other way around (heifers no. 3 and
4, corresponding to Figures 3 and 4). Footages had been previously
recorded and used for QBA purposes in a previous work (Napolitano et
al., 2012). Six behavioural descriptors were chosen according to the
frequency of elicitation performed by three panels in the same work.

Statistical analysis
Data were acquired and processed through the software FIZZ
(Biosystemes, Couternon, France), version 2.31G. For each video, each
observer, each replication and each descriptor the total dominance
duration in s was computed. For each point of time (recorded at 2 s
intervals), the proportion of runs (observer × replication) for which a
given descriptor was selected (i.e. assessed as dominant), was computed and called dominance rate (%). These calculations allowed the construction of the TDS curves for each animal. The chance level and significance level were reported along with TDS curves. The chance level

Table 1. Descriptors used for observer training.
Descriptor

Definition

Calm
Active
Curious
Nervous
Shy
Apathetic

The animal moves slowly with head raised but without overt signs of vigilance and/or agitation
The animal shows high levels of general activity and vigilance with sustained locomotion
The animal is explorative, sniffing partitions or other environmental stimuli such as the ground with lowered head. Locomotion is present but not sustained
The animal is frightened showing sudden and exaggerated reactions to environmental stimuli
The animal moves slowly showing circumspection, uncertainty and insecurity. Avoidance reactions are displayed even to neutral stimuli
The animal is indifferent to the environment showing low levels of activity and locomotion
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(P0) is the dominance rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance
(P0=1/p, where p is the number of descriptors). Descriptors with dominant rates below the chance level are negligible. The significance level
is the minimum value that a descriptor should reach to be deemed significantly higher than the chance level. Therefore, TDS curves above
the significance level can be considered consistent across the
observers. The significance level (Ps) was calculated according the
following formula: Ps=P0+1.645,

where

Figures 1 to 4 display the TDS curves of the four buffalo heifers. For
each figure, dominance rate is the proportion of citations of dominant
sensations performed by the panel. Two additional lines are included in
each figure. The first one shows the chance level, which is the dominance rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance. The second one is
the significance level, expressing the smallest value of the proportion
that is significantly (P=0.05) higher than the chance level (see Pineau
et al., 2009 for more details).
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n=number of observers × replications (Pineau et al., 2009).

Results
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Figure 1. Temporal dominance of sensations curves of buffalo heifer no. 1. The dominance rate is the proportion of citations of the
dominant descriptors performed by the panel. Two additional lines are included: the first one shows the chance level (i.e. the dominance
rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance), the second one is the significance level (i.e. the smallest value of the proportion that is significantly higher than the chance level).

Figure 2. Temporal dominance of sensations curves of buffalo heifer no. 2. The dominance rate is the proportion of citations of the
dominant descriptors performed by the panel. Two additional lines are included: the first one shows the chance level (i.e. the dominance
rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance), the second one is the significance level (i.e. the smallest value of the proportion that is significantly higher than the chance level).
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most dominant in the first half of the video when the animal was in the
outdoor environment, whereas apathetic and calm dominated the second half, while the buffalo was indoors.
Figure 2 shows the curves concerning the evolution of the behaviour
of buffalo heifer no. 2. The descriptor curious is dominant for most of
the first half of the video (about 45 s) with the highest dominance rate
recorded at 45 s (80.5%). In the first half it is not dominant only from
19.5 s to 26 s when the descriptor nervous prevails (highest dominance
rate of 30.6% at 23 s). Interestingly, at the end of the first half of the
video curious shows a downward trend while the descriptor calm shows
a corresponding increasing trend, although it is significant for only few
seconds, as a possible consequence of habituation to the novel environ-
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Figure 1 shows the curves concerning the evolution of the behaviour
of buffalo heifer no. 1. In the first part of the video the significant
behavioural descriptors were nervous and active. Nervous was dominant from 15 to 55 s, with the highest dominance rate at s 45 (70%).
Active was scored as dominant only during the first 15 s of the video
and at 55-60 s, but maintained a steady dominance rate, which was
never below 40% in the first half of the video (apart from 35 to 45 s,
when nervous peaked). Apathetic is the main descriptor of the second
half of the video. It is dominant for 25 s with the highest dominance
rate at 75 s, when it reached a value of 70.5%. Calm was dominant only
for 19.2 s with a dominance rate of 40.5% between 90 and 93 s and
again at 112 s. Therefore, the descriptors nervous and active were the
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Figure 3. Temporal dominance of sensations curves of buffalo heifer no. 3. The dominance rate is the proportion of citations of the
dominant descriptors performed by the panel. Two additional lines are included: the first one shows the chance level (i.e. the dominance
rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance), the second one is the significance level (i.e. the smallest value of the proportion that is significantly higher than the chance level).

Figure 4. Temporal dominance of sensations curves of buffalo heifer no. 4. The dominance rate is the proportion of citations of the
dominant descriptors performed by the panel. Two additional lines are included: the first one shows the chance level (i.e. the dominance
rate that a descriptor can obtain by chance), the second one is the significance level (i.e. the smallest value of the proportion that is significantly higher than the chance level).
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dominant in 3 out of 4 clips) in the outdoor novel environment, whereas calm and curious were dominant only once. Conversely, in the
indoor familiar environment calm was always dominant, curious in 3
occasions and apathetic only once. These results are in agreement with
our previous work conducted on the same footage showing calm and
curious animals indoors and active and nervous animals outdoors
(Napolitano et al., 2012). However, in addition to the previous findings,
the combination of QBA with TDS showed how the behaviour changed
in time (e.g. how the animals habituated to the novel environment) in
outdoor conditions, whereas the animals showed no particular behavioural trends when observed indoors, possibly because they were
already habituated to those conditions thus they did not have to adapt
their way of interaction with the environment.
All descriptors were dominant at least once, apart from shy, which
never dominated. This can be due either to lack of training, or to the
fact that shyness was not expressed in the footage, as only a limited
part of the available video recordings was used in this study as compared with the previous study where this descriptor was elicited
(Napolitano et al., 2012).
As an example, in Figure 5 is reported the assessment given by all
observers (8) in all replications (4) to buffalo heifer no. 2. Results show
a satisfactory agreement among observers and replications, although a
more accurate training based on video reference standards showing
the 6 behavioural expressions corresponding to the 6 selected descriptors, may improve the panel performance. In fact, a lack of agreement
can be detected when colours (i.e. descriptors) do not match across
either observers or replications.
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ment. In the second half of the video calm is dominant from 70 s to 96.5
s and from 117 to 120 s with the highest dominance rate at 75 s
(60.0%), whereas from 97 s to 114 s curious is dominant again with the
highest dominance rate at 103 s (50%).
Figure 3 shows the curves concerning the evolution of the behaviour
of buffalo heifer no. 3. Calm descriptor is dominant from 8 s to 67 s,
when the animal is indoors. The dominance rate reaches the highest
value at 36-38 s (52.0%). In the second half of the video active is dominant from 70 s to 90 s (highest dominance rate=50.0% at 76.5 s), curious becomes dominant from 90.5 to 97.5 (highest dominance
rate=40.0% at 94 s), whereas from 97 s to 109 s the dominant descriptor is nervous (highest dominance rate=50.75% at 106 s). At 111-118 s
active is again dominant (highest dominance rate=50.5%), whereas at
the end of the video (118-120) calm becomes dominant (the highest
dominance rate is over 50%), possibly due to the gradual habituation of
the animal to the novel environment.
Figure 4 shows the curves concerning the evolution of the behaviour
of buffalo heifer no. 4. In this video the descriptor calm is dominant for
most of the first indoor part (50 s, from 7 s to 57 s) with the highest
dominance rate (60.75%) at about 30 s. From 57 s to 64 s curious is
dominant with 40.75% as highest dominance rate. During the second
half of the video the descriptors active and curious are alternately dominant: the first one dominates for 18 s between 65 s and 83 s, with the
highest dominance rate (60.5%) at 73 s, and again from 100 s to 105 s;
the second one is dominant from 84 s to 100 s, where it reaches the
highest rate (50.75%), and again at 105-115 s. At the end of the outdoor
clip (115-120 s) calm becomes dominant (dominance rate=40%), as
also observed in other previously described videos.
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Figure 5. Temporal dominance of sensations assessment given by all observers (8) in all replications (4) to buffalo heifer no. 2. The
colours matching among bars show the agreement among observers and replications.

Conclusions
Discussion
Based on the present results, it seems that observers were able to
discern the variations of animal behaviour occurring between clips
(indoor vs outdoor) and also within clips, particularly in those recorded
outdoors, even in a rather short time lapse (60 s).
The most selected descriptors were active and nervous (which were

The results obtained in this preliminary study suggest that QBA, if
combined with the appropriate tools, may be able to follow the variation
of animal behaviour in time, as no other method does. In a previous
work QBA associated with FCP was able to detect higher levels of activity and nervousness in the animals recorded in the outdoor novel environment, as compared with buffaloes observed in indoor familiar con-
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e

ditions. However, the combination of QBA with TDS allowed to monitor
the variation of the dominant behavioural expressions in time, such as
the habituation of buffaloes to the novel environmental conditions
experienced outdoors, thus opening new avenue of research in the
field of applied animal behaviour science. Further studies are needed
to verify these results in a more comprehensive experiment involving
a higher number of observers (10-12) and a more robust training based
on video reference standards for each behavioural descriptor.
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